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Arizona Public Service Company
P.O BOX 53999 * PHOGNIX, AFil2ONA B5072 3999

192-00496/JGH

July 5, 1989

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission i

NRC Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Sirs:

Subject: Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station (PVNGS)

(Unit 3
Docket No. STN 50-530 (License No. NPF-74)
Licensee Event Report 89-006-00
File: 89-020-404

Attached please find Licensee Event Report (LER) No. 89-005-00 prepared and
submitted pursuant to 10CFR 50.73. In accordance with 10CFR 50.73(d), we are
herewith forwarding a copy of the I ER to the Regional Administrator of the -

Region V office.

If you have any questions, please contact T. D. Shriver, Compliance Manager at
(602) 393-2521.

Very truly yours,
I

+
J. G. Haynes
Vice President
Nuclear Production

JGH/TDS/DAJ/kj

Attachment

cc: W. F. Conway (all w/a)
D. B. Karner .

E. E. Van Brunt, Jr.
J. B. Martin
T. J. Polich
M. J. Davis

| A. C. Gehr
| INP0 Records Center
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bcc: J. G. Haynes (6125) (all w/a)
W. C. Marsh (6125)
W. E. Ide (6932)
D. R. Heinicke (6452)
R. J. Adney (6515)
J. M. Allen (6123)
R. F. Schaller (6932)
J. A. Bailey (6920)
Unit 3 Assistant Plant Manager (6915)
J. J. Scott (6428)
F. C. Buckingham (6451)
R. E. Gouge (6486)
M. L. Clyde (6079)
B. E. Ballard (6128)
D. N. Stover (NSG) (7202)
J. R. LoCicero (ISEG) (6144)
R. W. Page (7134)
D. B. Andrews (6345)
Source Document File (6715)
PRS File: 00295
B. F. Asher (Training) (6110)
W. F. Quinn (7035)
R. D. Baggett (6086)
J. C. Matteson (6795)
A. C. Rogers (7048)
P. J. Coffin (6148)
S. A. Shellman (6070)
C. H. Teeter (7102)
S. Karimi (6148)
J. Curran (6102)
Responsible Departments (required review):
F. W. Riedel (6486)
R. E. Buzard (6070)
J. E. Allen (7106)
Compliance Lead
Compliance Manager
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At approximately 1530 MST on June 6, 1989, Palo Verde Unit 3 was
in a refueling outage with the core off-loaded to the spent fuel

|pool when operations personnel discovered that two required day-
shift, shiftly surveillance had not been performed within the
required interval. The shiftly channel check for the Fuel Pool |

Area Monitor (RU-31) and the shiftly verification that steam
generator pressure was within Technical Specification limits were
not performed within thc prescribed surveillance intervals. The
appropriate surveillance were completed at approxi:n stely 1550
MST on June 6, 1989.

The cause of this event was a cognitive personne] error by the
day-shift operations personnel responsible for parformirg the 1

'shiftly surveillance. As corrective action, the respc nsible
personnel have been counseled, night orders were writ + en to I

remind personnel in Units 1, 2, and 3 to perform shjftly
surveillance, and procedure enhancements will be made.

Previous similar events were reported in LER's 529/86-001 and
529/86-029.
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I. DESCRIPTION OF WHAT OCCURRED:

A. Initial Conditions:

J On June 6, 1989 at approximately 1400 MST Palo Verde
Unit 3 was in a refueling outage with the core-(AC)
off-loaded to the spent fuel pool (ND) .

B. Reportable Event Description (Including Dates and
Approximate Times of Major Occurrences):

Event' Classification: Condition prohibited by the
Plant's Technical
Specifications

At approximately 1530 MST on June 6, 1989,-Unit 3
operations personnel (utility, licensod) discovered-
that two day-shift, shiftly surveillance had not been-
performed within the required interval. The shiftly
channel check for the Fuel Pool Area Monitor (RU-31)
(ND) (IL) and the shiftly verification that steam
generator pressure (SG) (PI) was within Technical
Specification limits were not performed within the
prescribed surveillance interval. This resulted in
noncompliance with the surveillance requirements of
Technical Specifications 4.7.2 and 4.3.3.1, Table 4.3-
3, Item I.A. These are shiftly. surveillance required
to be performed every 12 hours.

The surveillance intervals, including the 25 percent
extension allowed by Specification 4.0.2, were exceeded
at approximately 1400 MST on June 6, 1989. Pursuant to
Specification 4.0.3, this resulted in not meeting the
OPERABILITY requirements for Limiting Conditions for
Operation (LCO's) 3.7.2 and 3.3.3.1. The ACTION
requirements for LCO 3.7.2 were met since Steam
Generator pressure did not exceed the specified limit.
LCO 3.3.3.1 ACTION requirements for the Fuel Pool Area
Monitor (RU-31) were met since no fuel movement or
crane operations over the storage pool were in
progress.

At the time of discovery, approximately 1530 MST on
June 6, 1989, the Shift Supervisor (utility, licensed)
entered the required LCO's and ACTION Statements for
these items. On June 6, 1989, at 1550 MST operations
personnel successfully completed 43ST-3ZZ35, "RMS
Surveillance Modes 5-6 Logs" and 43ST-3ZZ19 " Routine
Surveillance Modos 5-6 Logs" for the items discussed

;;ac '"a* *" l,
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above. The LCO's and ACTION Statements were then
exited for these items. 1

s

C. Status of structures, systems, or components that were
inoperable at the start of the event that contributed
to the event:

Not applicable - no structures, systems, or components.
were inoperable which contributed to this event.

D. Cause of each component or system failure, if known:
'

Not applicable - no component or system failures were
involved.

E. Failure mode, mechanism, and effect of each failed
component, if known:

Not applicable - no. component failures were involved.

F. For failures of components with multiple functions,
list of systems or secondary functions that were also
affected:

Not applicable - no component failures were involved.

G. For failures that rendered a train of a safety system
inoperable, estimated time elapsed from the discovery
of the failure until the train was returned to service:

Not applicable - no component failures were involved.

H. Method of discovery of each component or system failure
or procedural error:

Not applicable - there were no component or system
failures or procedural errors.

I. Cause of Event:

The cause of the event was a cognitive personnel error
by the day-shift operations personnel (utility,
licensed) responsible for performing the shiftly
surveillance required by Technical Specifications.
This was contrary to approved procedures. There were
no procedural errors or deficiencies that contributed
to the event. There were no unusual characteristics of
the work location that directly contributed to the
event.

,,.g. o. . .
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An investigation of this event is being' performed in
:accordance.with the PVNGS Incident Investigation
Program. If additional information is developed which
would change the reader's perception of this event, ay'
supplement will be~ submitted.

J. Safety System Response:

Not applicable - no safety syste'm responses occurred
and none were necessary.

K. Failed Component Information:
,

Not applicable - no component fa'ilures were involved.

II. ASSESSMENT OF THE SAFETY CONSEQUENCES AND IMPLICATIONS OF--
THIS EVENT:

No adverse safety consequences or implications resultedLfrom'
this. event. The surveillance were successfully performed-
less than 2 hours (1550 MST on June 6, 1989) after'their.-

time period had been exceeded. Historic trends for the.
radiation monitor have'been satisfactory with no increasing-
or abnormal radiation levels. Based upon'the results of the-
surveillance performed'before and after the event, the~
radiation monitor performed satisfactorily and steam
generator pressures remained below limits at all times.

The following plant' conditions at the time of the event-also
minimize the probability that the items in the surveillance
would be required to mitigate an accident.or. prevent damage-
to plant systems:

l ' 1. No fuel was in the reactor vessel,
i 1
' 2. No fuel movement was in progress,

3. The reactor vessel head was removed, and

|' 4. The secondary system was depressurized.

III. CORRECTIVE ACTIONS:

A. Immediate:

The procedures were successfully completed at
approximately 1550 MST on June 6, 1989.

;.,c . o. ...
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B. Action ~to Prevent Recurrence:

The following actions to prevent recurrence-are being.
taken:,

1. Personnel responsible for the event were
counseled.

2. A night order was issued in Units 1, 2, and 3 to
remind' operations personnel-that. surveillance
.must be completed within the required time period.

3. A tamporary change was made to the control room
data sheets in Unit 3 to require a time dependent-
sign-c.ff for shiftly surveillance. -The control
room data sheets are normally performed every two.
(2) houro. The additional, checks will provide
greater assurance that control room personnel are
reminded to perform shiftly surveillance in a
timely manner.

4. The control room, data sheets will be permanently
revised for Units 1, 2,'and 3 to require time
dependent sign-offs for shiftly surveillance.

An investigation of this event is being conducted in
accordance with the PVNGS Incident Investigation
Program. The. investigation includes an evaluation of
the human performance concerns. .If' substantial changes
to the corrective actions described above are made as a
result of this investigation, a supplement to.this LER-
will be submitted. 1

IV. PREVIOUS SIMILAR EVENTS:

The following two previous events have been reported
pursuant to 10CFR50.73 which involve a similar root cause
and sequence of events. They are:

1. Unit 2 LER 86-001-00, shiftly source range flux
monitor channel checks were not performed within
the Technical Specification maximum allowable
time. To prevent recurrence, personnel were
instructed on the need to perform surveillance
tests within the required time interval. A step
was also added to 42ST-2ZZ19 " Routine Surveillance
Mode 5-6 Logs" to require performance of the
source range flux monitor channel checks per 42ST-
2SE01 in Mode 6.

g.e n us u..
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2. Unit 2 LER 86-029-00, shiftly surveillance tests-
were not performed within the required
surveillance' interval. To prevent recurrence all'.
personnel involved were counseled-on the need to
perform surveillance tests within-the required
time interval.

As' discussed in Section I.I, the cause of the. event reported
in this LER (530/89-006) was a cognitive personnel error..
Cognitive personnel errors'are'primarily the result of
mental lapses and are not normally correctable with revised
procedures'or additional training.. Therefore, the
corrective actions for the previous' events would nct have
prevented this event. It should be noted that procedure
revisions were made for previous' events which were
successful in preventing recurrence of the event for
approximately three years. The additional procedure
revisions discussed in Section III.B should provide an
additional level of confidence that shiftly surveillance
are performed as required.

!
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